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editor’s note and contributors

Quality Lost… or Gained?
‘N

Paul Kotze
Editor

ostalgia is the soul of the
Revolution.’ This statement
is attributed to Maurice
Culot, the architect,
architectural historian, architectural
theorist and activist. As architects,
we so often long for a world that
we remember, that we have briefly
experienced, or that we hope is in
the making.
This longing is often a way of
avoiding the stark realities of the here
and now. It is as if we are trying to
lull ourselves into a belief that we are,
somehow, not part of it – that we have
had no hand in the social inequalities,
as expressed in architecture and the
built environment.
For most people, the talents of
the architect are, sadly, a largely
unimagined possibility. Our domain
and profession is mostly experienced
as the handmaiden of the rich and

powerful, and of no consequence to
the daily struggle for survival of the
rest of us. We are to blame for this
situation: for the way in which we
present our insights and knowledge,
and for the way in which we frame
our sense of responsibility.
We need to acknowledge that
what is perceived as ‘quality’ in
architecture is the preserve of the
few in this country. Looking at the
pages of magazines dealing with
buildings, we need to conclude that
architectural ‘quality’ resides mainly
in the private domestic space and
sometimes in the commercial space,
but hardly ever in the public space
where it can have an influence.
Architectural quality is then not seen
as a prerequisite for human survival
or as an expression of cultural values,
but as a commodity only relevant for
enhancing social status and wealth.

This is a sad state of affairs as we
can be viewed as not really caring for
human survival or the quality of life
of the majority.
The architect’s influence is by its
very nature limited – but it can be
powerful and we should not waste it
on irrelevancies. At the same time,
we should leave no stone unturned
in identifying and celebrating
lasting quality.
There are, however, always
exceptions and, in this issue,
Professor Gavin McLachlan has
reminded us of the wonderful
Mutual Arcade in Port Elizabeth.
It was designed by WH Stucke in
1900, but is now lost. Luckily, we
can join in congratulating East
Coast Architects for their 2016
Global Award for Sustainable
Architecture for the Africa Centre.
A true inspiration. ■

contributors
DEREK VAN HEERDEN, BArch, is

a Durban-based architect and
retired lecturer of the School of
Architecture at UKZN. Derek’s
interests include: 1) an enquiry
into a regionally expressive
architecture that speaks of the
contradictions and disparities
of the urban/rural and wealth/
poverty divide in SA; and
2) an extension of the debate
on the issue of an authentic
South African architecture.
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Ariane Janse van Rensburg,

a UCT graduate, is a senior
lecturer in Architectural
Design at Wits and recently
obtained her PhD in
Architectural Pedagogy.
Ariane can be credited with
starting the Architectural
Education Forum, which was
the Educational Programme
partner at the 2014 Durban
International Union of
Architects World Congress.

Magda Minguzzi is an
architect, has a PhD in
Architectural Composition
from the University Institute
of Architecture of Venice
(IUAV), and is also an
artist. She has exhibited her
architectural and artwork in
both Italy and South Africa,
and is currently a senior
lecturer at the NMMU
School of Architecture in
Port Elizabeth.

Ernst Struwig, who holds
a BArch and an MArch from
UCT, taught for more than a
decade at IUAV. While in Italy,
he also participated in national
and international architecture
competitions. Ernst has held
five exhibitions in Italy on
non-architectural work and is
co-founder of ME Architects.
He is now also a senior lecturer
at the NMMU School of
Architecture in Port Elizabeth.
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notes and news

Importance of our work
Traditionally, and even historically, the general public has known little of the existence or
importance of the architectural profession. CEO Obert Chakarisa hopes to remedy this.

E

vidence of this ignorance is demonstrated through
the constant justification and motivation of the
applicable architectural fees to the general public,
when such services are being procured.
The South African Institute of Architects will be
embarking on a programme that profiles the importance
of the profession to the general public. This mammoth
task will require considerable resources in different fora
to engage the public, including social and traditional
print media.
We hope that through this public enhancement of the
profession, the process of engagement and procurement
of services will register a marked improvement. This
should result in the upliftment of the general landscape
of our building developments, at all the different scales
of built projects.

In the same vein, we remain mindful of the need
for our members to be able to conduct their business with
ease. To this end, the Practice & Stakeholder portfolio has
moved up a gear in delivering tangible member benefits –
through the engagement of key stakeholders, who are keen
on advancing the interests of all architects.
As usual, I pen off with a reminder of who we are:

MISSION

Obert Chakarisa

‘A collective Voice serving the interests of Architects
in pursuit of excellence and responsible design’

VISION

‘SAIA Architects to be the Authoritative Leaders in
the built environment’. ■

PROCSA 3.2 Will revisions
be to your advantage?
What are the benefits for clients/architects of the latest changes to the PROCSA agreements? Executive
of the Practice & Stakeholder Engagement portfolio at SAIA, Ludwich Ackermann, elaborates.

I

take a keen interest in developments within the realm
of contracts; those used by architects and those used
by the construction industry at large. Appealing
developments to the PROCSA suite of documents
have recently come to my attention, and more specifically
to the Client-Architect Agreement within the suite.
Latest amendments provide for ease of use of clauses
when appointing the architect as principal agent and/or
principal consultant, and achieve this at the click of
a button (through intelligent publication software).
Furthermore, the services and deliverables of each
of the stages have been clearly defined for each role
player, be they the principal agent, principal consultant
or, of course, the architect.
The PROCSA Client-Architect Agreement, and
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other agreements, offer benefits in that they represent
a consensus agreement that has been composed and
accepted by all the constituent bodies of the built
environment. Additionally, they provide for the services
and deliverables required by each consultant across
the six work stages, in an easily legible matrix format.
The lucidity of these agreements is also assisted
by the rigidity of the terms and conditions now used
across all disciplines, and this allows for an easily
understandable document – especially for clients
unfamiliar with the industry.
In closing, the Client-Architect Agreement also
includes a Stage 0, giving the client (development
manager) a clear indication of his role and
responsibilities prior to engaging a professional team. ■

ludwich
ackermann
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The importance of
architectural archives
‘The concept of the architectural museum … must be almost as old as the profession itself.’1 Generally
speaking, an archive provides a continuous record of the achievements of society over time.
By: Dr Arthur Barker, Ms Karlien van Niekerk and Mr Johan Swart, Department of Architecture, University of Pretoria (UP)

A

n archive is a reminder of the past, but more
importantly, it is a source of knowledge, caution
or inspiration for the future. International bodies
such as the International Council on Archives
(ICA) and locally legislated institutions such as the
National Archives of South Africa (NASA) coordinate
the management and preservation of artefacts for
posterity and future use. Many architectural archives
have also been established over the years, some of the
most famous being the Architectural Archives of the
University of Pennsylvania, which ‘preserves the works
of more than 400 designers from the 18th century
to the present’2, and the archives of the Netherlands
Architectural Institute3, which houses collections related
to architects such as Berlage, Dudok and Rietveld4.
In South Africa, a number of universities house
architectural archives, such as the Barrie Biermann
Architecture Library on the Howard College campus
of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the Architecture
Archive at the University of the Witwatersrand and
the University of Cape Town Archives, which house
a separate architecture archive.

1 Slide collection. 2 Proposed Ministry of Transport building, Norman Eaton (Boukunde Archive).

6
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Records of architectural production do extend
beyond ‘dusty old shelves’. Exhibitions such as at the
annual Sophia Gray event highlight the work of a local
architect or practice, while journals such as Architecture
South Africa and the annual Digest of South African
Architecture continuously record important work.
However, there is still a dearth of critical engagement
with architectural production in South Africa. The
limited number of publications and monographic
works restrict our understanding of the South African
architectural continuum. Architects, as well as public
institutions, have often been complacent with their
record keeping, and original drawings representing the
creative production of our discipline are often hidden
or lost. Archival endeavours can assist by encouraging
the appropriate placement of existing collections, and
facilitating access to material for the purposes
of education and critical research.

UP Archive

The Architectural Archive of UP’s Department of
Architecture was established around 1966. Having
started with only a few drawings and slides, the archive
now houses close to 80 significant physical and digital
collections. Since securing the Norman Eaton ›
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Collection in the early 1970s, staff members in the
department – such as Anton du Toit, Professor Schalk
le Roux, Professor Roger Fisher, Professor Karel Bakker,
Nicholas Clarke and Dr Arthur Barker – have actively
pursued or willingly received a range of significant
collections. These collections are conserved, curated and
continuously utilised under the supervision of the archive
committee5, which sources, collects, indexes and digitises
archival collections related to South African architecture.
The collections of the UP Architectural Archive are
unique in that they are representative of a continuum
of architectural production and thinking since the turn
of the 20th century, and focus on regional thinking.
Most of the artefacts are original drawings, and tend
to consist of complete portfolios from architectural
practices. They are also representative of the
architectural ‘legends’ of their time.
At present, the archive houses the physical collections
of architects like Norman Eaton (1902–1966), Gordon
McIntosh (1904–1983) including zero hour originals
(1933), John van de Werke (1904–1980), Philip Nel
(1943–), Glen Gallagher (1935–2010), Jan van Wijk
(1926–2005), Gustav Schmickl (1903–1977) and Herbert
Prins (1927–), to name only a few. Apart from drawing
collections, the archive also houses an extensive slide
collection, student work, historical research reports
and general material about Pretoria.
It is through the UPSpace platform6 that the
Boukunde Archive achieves the ideal outcome for its
endeavours, namely to make material available to the
world through an online, open-access platform that
can connect scholars to our collections at any time
and from anywhere. Recent efforts have also led to the
online accessibility of collections such as those of GE
Pearse (1885–1968), Gawie Fagan (1925–), Departement
Publieke Werken (1887–1900), the paintings of John
Fassler (1910–1971) and William Henry Stucke (1865–
1931), as well as journals such as Restorica, the South
African Journal of Art History (SAJAH) and Pretoriana.

imageS: SUPPLIED

The way forward

Currently, the mission of the departmental committee
is to collect, curate and disseminate information on
important South African architectural artefacts to
interested parties – both locally and internationally.
The priorities are to, firstly, protect the valuable
drawing collection in appropriate conditions and,
secondly, to continue the arduous task of sorting,
indexing and digitising it.
At the same time, a concerted effort is being made
to make the materials more visible through the
digital departmental archive and the online UPSpace
repository. The hope is that the archive will continue
to play a valuable role in the preservation of artefacts,
the promotion of post-graduate research, the teaching
of architectural design and history, support for
professional practice projects, the training of students
in conservation skills, and the fostering of local and
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4

5

international heritage collaborations. The committee
encourages interested parties to donate important
collections and to use archival data for research
purposes. Its work is, however, currently limited by
time and spatial constraints, as well as rather restricted
funding. It is hoped that continued awareness of its
work and mission will assist in generating income,
information and assistance.
The value of our architectural heritage lies not
only in the built environment that surrounds us,
but also in the processes and products of important
architects who have contributed to the continuum
of South African architectural history. It is important
that all members of our profession guard – and
continuously contribute to – the record of the built
environment and, in so doing, support the work
of our local architectural archives.
In this way, the value of history can be made more
contemporary and accessible. ■

3 Koopmans De Wet Huis, 1933, Pearse (Eighteenth Century Architecture in South Africa).
4 Post- en Telegraafkantoor te Johannesburg, 1895, Departement Publieke Werken (National
Archives). 5 Eskom house, 1935, Fassler (Boukunde Archive).
1
Kotze, P. (1998). ‘In memory of Sophia Gray: Store houses of knowledge,’ in Journal of the South African Institute
of Architects, Sept/Oct, 43-47.
2
http://www.design.upenn.edu/architectural-archives/about.
3
http://collectie.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en.
4
In 2000, an international architectural archives body, the Section on Architectural Records (SAR), was formed
under the International Council on Archives (ICA) in Seville, Spain, during the International Congress of
Archives. The main objective of SAR is to promote architectural records worldwide (http://www.ica.org/2623/
about-section-on-architectural-records-sar/about-architectural-archives-sar.html).
5
The archive is currently co-ordinated by Dr Arthur Barker and a committee consisting of lecturer Mr Johan
Swart, librarian Ms Karlien van Niekerk and co-opted part-time member, Emeritus Professor Roger Fisher.
6
UPSpace is the Institutional Repository of the University of Pretoria, and is defined as an open-access electronic
archive collecting, preserving and distributing digital research material donated to or created by the institution
and its community members (University of Pretoria, 2015).
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Workshops
for global
exchanges

The initiative of proposing a workshop programme to the School of Architecture at the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) was inspired by that offered at the University Institute
of Architecture of Venice (IUAV). The initiative’s important goal was to bring about a sense of
international cultural exchange among NMMU students and academics.
By: Dr Magda Minguzzi and Mr Ernst Struwig, both senior lecturers at the School of Architecture at NMMU, Port Elizabeth

10
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T

3

he IUAV programme first commenced
in 2002, with eight workshops, and has
subsequently grown to 30 workshops
accommodating 60 students in each, composed
of first-, second- and third-year architecture students.
The NMMU School of Architecture is significantly
smaller than that of IUAV, and only launched its first
three-week international workshop series in 2014;
this consisted of four workshops, accommodating
approximately 50 students in each. The workshops
were open to the first-, second- and third-year
architecture students and also to second-year
technology students, as part of NMMU’s firstsemester academic programme.
This Cultural and Educational Project is related
to the NMMU programme of Academic Innovation
and Internationalisation, and forms part of the
Memorandum of Understanding signed between
NMMU and the city of Port Elizabeth.
The first group of 2014 International Architecture
workshops, an experimental pilot project, was entirely
funded by NMMU and was seen to be a great success, as
their website shows (see link on page 12*). The recently
concluded 2016 International Architecture workshops,
lasting for three weeks and funded by a collaboration
between the NMMU, the Mandela Bay Development
Agency (MBDA) and private donors, followed the same
model as previous workshops with changes based on
lessons learned in 2014.
The Department of Architecture has been working
in close collaboration with the city of Port Elizabeth
for some years. The theme for the 2014 workshops was
Port Elizabeth: Going Forward, while in 2016 it changed
to Nelson Mandela Bay: Making a Place. This
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THE DEPARTMENT
OF ARCHITECTURE
INVITED WELL-KNOWN
INTERNATIONAL
AND NATIONAL
URBAN PLANNERS
AND ARCHITECTS
TO ADDRESS,
INDEPENDENTLY,
THE OVERALL THEME
AS IT RELATES TO
SOUTH AFRICA AND,
IN PARTICULAR,
PORT ELIZABETH
city-orientated theme served to underpin the briefs of
three key project areas, investigated through innovative
points of view in the disciplines of architecture and
urban design:
Workshop 1 addressed a mixed-use development,
comprising the Baakens river mouth to the sea,
St Peters Church ruin, cemeteries with historical
value and the east-bordering historical area of South
End; workshop 2 looked at a mixed-use commercial
development on the northern bank of the Lower
Baakens River, in the Baakens River Nature Reserve;
workshop 3 considered the inner-city housing on the
Upper Valley Road of the Lower Baakens River; while
workshop 4 focused on the city of Port Elizabeth –
looking to the future and critically engaging with
contemporary urban development.
The Department of Architecture invited wellknown international and national urban planners and
architects to address, independently, the overall theme
as it relates to South Africa and, in particular, Port
Elizabeth. Their distinct and varied approaches acted
as catalysts to generate a dynamic experience, as well as
debate, for students, lecturers, architects and the public.
In fact, during the three weeks of workshops, the
invited academics and architects also presented their
research or areas of interest individually, as a series
of evening talks, in public lectures at the City Hall.
Entrance to these events was free. ›

1 Model showing the various areas of Port Elizabeth to be covered in the workshops.
2 & 3 Diagrams depicting rural and urban aspects of Port Elizabeth. The city-orientated
theme was investigated through innovative points of view in the architectural and urban
design disciplines.
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As THE MODEL FOLLOWED INCLUDED THE FACT THAT THREE OF THE WORKSHOPS WERE LEAD BY INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMICS, THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE WAS ABLE TO … GAIN EXPOSURE ON AN INTERNATIONAL LEVEL
The first week featured invited guests who addressed
important ideas related to the project areas of the School
of Architecture, in a series of lectures open to NMMU
staff and members of the Eastern Cape Institute of
Architects. A positive discussion was generated among
representatives of the City and practising architects,
concluding with an exhibition. Each workshop, with
input from the invited academics and student groups,
exhibited their project proposals of the area studied.
As the model followed included the fact that three of the
workshops were lead by international academics, the
School of Architecture was able to make contact and gain
exposure on an international level. In turn, this served
to reduce South Africa’s former global isolation and to
introduce the University to a ‘special place’ in terms of
international cultural exchange.

A fourth workshop, held by a local academic,
further enhanced the aforementioned cultural exchange
and the sharing of ideas.
Each of the invited guests was free to conduct their
respective workshops as they saw fit, with assistance
from NMMU School of Architecture staff.
Virtual and hardcover documents, covering the
workshop material, are now produced on an annual
basis by the School of Architecture at NMMU.
Additionally, the University has indicated that it is
a privilege to offer this unique annual event – which
is not the case at any other SA School of Architecture –
on its annual curriculum.
For more information, visit: http://architecture.
nmmu.ac.za/International-Architecture-Workshop/
International-Workshops-2016.* ■

SPEAKERS AND STAFF
Invited academics and architects,
2014 International workshops:
Architect Raul Pantaleo (Studio TAM, Venice); Professor Renato
Rizzi (IUAV); Professor Stephen Read (TU Delft); Professor Ora
Joubert (Pretoria).
Invited academics and architects,
2016 International workshops:
Professor Armando dal Fabbro (IUAV); Professor Matias
Imbern (National University of Rosario); Professor Stephen
Read (TU Delft); and architect Carin Smuts (Cape Town).

5

6

4 Model showing the building development covered in the Carin Smuts workshop. 5 Students
taking part in a workshop; international academics provided them with access to architectural
thinking on an international level. 6 Final exhibition of the Professor Matias Imbern workshop;
Imbern hails from the National University of Rosario, Argentina.
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NMMU workshop team for both programmes:
Mr Ernst Struwig (senior lecturer); Dr Magda Minguzzi
(senior lecturer); and Mr Jean-Pierre Basson (lecturer).
They enjoyed the encouraging support of the director of
the School of Architecture, Ms Nicola Darke, the HOD of
Architecture, Mr Boban Varghese and other staff at the School.
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book review

Ahead of
its genre

This substantial book by White, Pienaar and Serfontein
(Berlin: DOM) rises above others of its type. Perhaps
this is because Africa Drawn: One Hundred Cities has
dispensed with the post-colonial touch and has within
its pages the most appealing of visuals.
By: Professor Gerald Steyn, research and innovation professor,
Tshwane University of Technology

image: SUPPLIED

A

frica Drawn: One Hundred Cities (2015),
constitutes an essential and overdue contribution
to the knowledge of African urbanism, filling
a critical vacuum. While every conceivable
aspect of the major cities of all the other continents is
being constantly analysed and described in a plethora
of publications, Africa has largely been ignored. The
dynamics that shape the urban fabric of the continent
have changed dramatically since Anthony O’Connor’s
The African City (1983), the book that guided the
taxonomy of Africa Drawn, was released 33 years ago.
The giants of urbanist scholarship, AEJ Morris (History
of Urban Form before the Industrial Revolution, 1994) and
Lewis Mumford (The City in History, 1989) do not even
mention the parts of Africa lying south of the Sahara.
Considering the size of the continent, this is a puzzling
phenomenon. The limited body of literature on African
cities tends to derive its facts from older, often colonialera works, and is uniformly poorly illustrated. For these
reasons, many books in this field are unfocused and
arbitrarily organised.
Africa Drawn, on the other hand, is systematically
arranged and framed with a clear and narrow focus.
It is a purely typological study, thankfully free of the socalled post-colonial karma that often detracts from good
research. The authors grouped the 100 most prominent
cities by country, and the countries by region. Focusing
on urban form, structure and major structuring elements
(their declared aim), each city is allocated two facing
pages. A short text pertaining to origin, history and the
most characteristic physical features orientate the reader.
This is illustrated by a set of regional vicinity and locality
maps, a district plan, a town plan and a quite-detailed
plan of the most distinctive precinct of the city – many
of which are in fact bird’s-eye views.
Since the democratisation of South Africa, many
of its urban researchers and designers have travelled
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widely in Africa. But because of logistical challenges,
crime, conflicts and disease, numerous African cities
have proved inaccessible. However, fully exploring the
potential of satellite imagery, the authors have studied
and graphically represented the cities under study in
their current state. All illustrations have been more than
competently hand-drawn, to a uniform set of conventions.
The ‘predictability’ achieved by the consistent layout and
format, combined with the sheer beauty of the drawings,
makes both browsing for pleasure and serious reading
a straightforward and enjoyable pursuit.
The book is an indispensable source for deskbound
literature-based research, as well as a helpful introduction
to those planning a trip. A detailed search on a specific
city will be informed by the authors’ bibliography, which
is comprehensive and valuable since it covers the whole
continent and also lists the most recent publications in
the field. Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch’s The History
of African Cities South of the Sahara (2005) is an excellent
companion to Africa Drawn, since she sets the regions
and the emergence of their cities in an historical, cultural
and geopolitical context.
The foreword by Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, one of the
pioneers of the New Urbanism genre, attests to the
credibility and international stature of this book. Its authors
possess the appropriate credentials: they are award-winning
architects and urban designers, engaged in practice,
academia and research. This is not only a significant
book on a scholarly level; at 30 x 28cm, 1.8kg and 213
pages, it is also a substantial book in the material sense.
Every architect, urban designer and town planner
even marginally interested in Africa’s built environment
should ensure they have a copy. ■

1 The authors of Africa Dawn: One Hundred Cities have worked around the challenges to create
a book that is suitable for both browsing and research.
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Africa
Centre,
Transformed

1
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Some years ago, between 1999
and 2002, East Coast Architects
designed and constructed the
Africa Centre. Recently, in
2014, they were called back to
accommodate an expansion of
its research programmes, along
with modern ICT and energy
technologies. This is how they
transformed this ‘unkempt
prodigal son’ into a ‘presentable
young adult’.
Text: Derek van Heerden and Kirsty Machen;
Photography: Jacki Bruniquel

2
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A

ll buildings are subject to changes over time.
Some changes can fundamentally transform
the ‘spirit’ and original intentions, while others
can enhance those qualities in a subtle and
respectful manner. It is also not often that clients/owners
approach the original architects again when such

IT SHOWS A REASSURING VOTE OF CONFIDENCE IN THE
ARCHITECTS, THEIR APPROACH TO ARCHITECTURE, TO
THE LONGEVITY OF THEIR IDEAS AND THE QUALITY OF THE
BUILDING THEY HAVE HELPED TO CREATE
changes are contemplated. In this instance, it actually
happened. This can be interpreted as demonstrating
the client’s innate acceptance of the physical and
social qualities inherent in the building. It also shows
a reassuring vote of confidence in the architects, their
approach to architecture, to the longevity of their ideas
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and the qualities of the building they have helped
to create – but above all it attests to the trust that has
developed between the client and the architect.
The Africa Centre for Population Studies and
Maternal Health was designed and built between 1999
and 2002, at Somkhele Village some 20km inland of
Mtubatuba. This was as a result of a winning bid by the
University of Kwazulu-Natal (UKZN) Medical School
and the Medical Research Council (MRC), for funding
from the UK-based Wellcome Trust. At the time,
this area of Zululand had the highest per capita HIV
infection rate on the planet – literally the eye
of the AIDS storm!
East Coast Architects designed and constructed
the building then as a ‘temporary’ intervention, as
funding and the programmes themselves were thought
to have a limited life span of five years. Thereafter, the
building was due to be handed over to local community/
traditional structures, for use as a tribal court or local
authority ‘one stop’ administration Centre.
The architects also attempted to use the building
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to demonstrate the hybrid nature of the ‘new’ South
Africa and as a vehicle to express the interplay between
formal and informal (space/construction/materials);
permanence and transience; and work and non-work. In
short, they engaged with ideas about an expressive South
African architecture. The then director of the Institution,
Dr Michael Bennish, encouraged the architects in these
endeavours and the completed building was widely
published – both locally (in 10 Years + 100 Buildings;
Architecture in a Democratic South Africa; Journal of
the SA Institute of Architects; Leading Architecture;
KZNIA Journal; and Digest of SA Architecture) and
internationally (in Blue Print; Design Like You Give A
Damn; and Phaidon Atlas of World Architecture). It
subsequently garnered East Coast Architects a SAIA
award of Excellence in 2004.

Coast Architects continued to work with, and the Africa
Centre went on with their business – from all accounts
going from strength to strength. With the appointment
of the new director, Dr Deenan Pillay in 2014, the
architects were called back after a decade’s absence to
discuss the idea of a refit and reconfiguration/image
change to the Centre – to accommodate an expansion
of its research programmes with additional staff, as
well as to respond to new ICT and energy technologies
that had emerged over the preceding years.
Mr Steve Kinsler, one of the original design architects,
likened the recall to meeting a prodigal son who was
returning, after some years, as a teen – complete with
tattoos, piercings, unkempt hair and patched denims (the
building hadn’t been ‘touched’ in 10 years) – and being
asked to transform this person into a responsible, ›

centre reconfigured

Over the next few years there was a change in
directorship. Dr Bennish went on to form an NGO in
the area called Mpilonhle (the good life), which East
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1 Western courtyard pergola and outdoor seating areas. 2 Western courtyard. 3 Looking
outwards at the entrance and new roof section from the upper gallery. 4 Almost lunchtime in the
cafeteria. 5 New workstations in one of the office pods (furniture by Raw Studios).
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7
presentable young adult. What a commission!
In truth, East Coast Architects saw this as an
opportunity to carry forward ideas that had been emerging
in their practice and in the broader architectural dialogue
– notions of transformation in architecture – where in
a society that is as fast changing and evolving as ours,
buildings should likewise reflect this dynamic context.
With this in mind, East Coast Architects embraced the
challenge and elected to bring in ‘new energy’ by placing
the commission in the hands of newly recruited architect
Bartjan Hooft, who transformed ‘the rebellious child’ into

6 Looking downstairs from the upper gallery at the cafeteria and central space. 7 Newly arranged
meeting rooms (furniture by Raw Studios).
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a ‘well-adjusted, fully functional young adult’. Screedfinished tinted floors gave way to porcelain tiles, shutterboard office desks were replaced with excellent CNC’ed
Finnish plywood furniture (supplied by RAW Studios),
rough unfinished ‘latte’ balustrades were exchanged for
perfectly turned saligna, and the trademark red/orange
colour-scheme was overpainted with cool blues and
greens. The excellent initial landscaping by Geoff Nichols
had grown over the 12 years and was trimmed back –
allowing the original building, conceived of as a ‘dropped
pin’ marker on a map, to become more ‘comfortable’ in
its physical context.
The roof of the entrance to the building, which had
been neglected over the years, was replaced, with the
old metal roof sheeting being recycled elsewhere on site.
In keeping with the desire for a more contemporary
aesthetic, the entrance was opened up even further and
the metal roof painted with a white, thermally efficient
roof coating – helping to make the building more
environmentally sustainable. In contrast, the tower that
stands out as a defining feature of Africa Centre and which
acts as a thermal regulator for the core of the building, was
painted black, increasing the efficiency of the heat stack.
The original water reticulation systems were also given a
much-needed refurbishment, with the new additions to
the Centre keeping water use to a minimum.
Bulky cubicles were replaced with long rows of
desks separated by low dividers, creating a welcome ›
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A new lounge has been created in the space previously occupied by the boardroom, which
now doubles as a reception area for visitors and a space for more informal meetings

10
sense of openness and facilitating easier communication
between colleagues. Old furniture was donated to
the community and the existing shelving units were
reinvented as hanging shelves, opening up floor space
in which staff can now circulate.

staff requests

One of the major advantages of returning to a project
after some time, is that it has been properly lived in and
its inhabitants/users are able to provide feedback on their
experience of the space. Staff members felt there was a
need for a larger boardroom, in which training could

8 Lower floor plan, consisting of a new lounge, meeting rooms, ablutions and storage units.
9 Upper floor plan, with its new data and IT support centres, meeting rooms and much-needed
parking. 10 Front entrance.
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be conducted. They also wanted an area where they
could relax and hold casual conversations/discussions.
To accommodate these requests, the original boardroom
was moved upstairs, while the roof of the first floor was
extended to provide a larger footprint. A new lounge
has been created in the space previously occupied by
the boardroom, which now doubles as a reception area
for visitors and a space for more informal meetings.
The old reception area has been converted into two
separate meeting rooms, offering a measure of privacy
in what is otherwise a rather open space.
This building has been featured widely in the
architectural press, in its first incarnation, both
locally and internationally. Additionally, it has been
lauded by the South African architectural profession
as a building of ‘excellence’. Hopefully, its latest
transformation will reaffirm its already accepted
position in the development of and debate on
architecture in southern Africa. Thoughts from the staff
and architects on following page. ›

PROJECT TEAM
Architects: Mr Bartjan Hooft, Mr Steve Kinsler, and
Mr Derek van Heerden of East Coast Architects
Landscaper: Mr Geoff Nichols
Quantity Surveyor: Mr Mike Royal
Structural Engineer: Mr Andrew Maro of ARUP
Civil Engineer: Mr Colin Driver of ARUP
Electrical Engineer: Mr Shikar Takurpersad of ARUP
Health & Safety: Mr Kosie Haarhoff
Contractor: Edge to Edge Construction
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THOUGHTS
FROM THE
STAFF AND
ARCHITECTS

The Africa Centre is a research
organisation primarily into HIV, but we
are now expanding that agenda to include
other aspects; TB for instance. We were
looking at redesigning [the Centre] to
accommodate additional researchers from
overseas, as well as local researchers,
so space became an issue that we needed
to address as well as [to create] an open,
friendly environment.
Lawrence Nachito – COO, Africa Centre

14
I took over as director of the Africa Centre
in 2014 and, [since then], we’ve been
developing our vision for the future. When
we started considering how we were going
to implement that strategy, we recognised
that we were limited by the constraints of our
current building, in terms of space, and in
terms of the image [portrayed] of the Africa
Centre. And it’s dealing with all [these] issues
that lead us to realise [that] we needed a
refreshing of the infrastructure of the Centre.
Professor Deenan Pillay – director,
Africa Centre

15
12

17
I’m very keen that the Africa Centre
can [show] itself as a global Centre,
serving the population as well as being
something that the local population [can be]
very proud of working with; and [this]
is a key aspiration in terms of developing
our infrastructure and rebuilding the
Africa Centre.
Professor Deenan Pillay –
director, Africa Centre

The Africa Centre has come a
long way since it started off in
the late ’90s, in one or two rooms
at the back of the Mtubatuba
Shell Garage, and I’m really
interested in … how the facilities
and buildings [have] mirrored its
growth and maturity.
Kobus Herbst – deputy director,
Africa Centre

18

13
11 Some of the local wildlife. 12 Hand-woven solarshading screens. 13 Workstation branding detail
(furniture by Raw Studios). 14 Close-up detail of the
green roof. 15 Stairs from cafeteria to upper gallery.
16 Tower detail. 17 Locally woven solar-shading
screens on the Eastern elevation of the building.
18 Detail at the entrance to the new ladies ablutions.
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composing
place –
a new music centre for
Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool
One might find it strange that an allboys school known for its strong rugby
traditions would invest in a new stateof-the-art music centre and art space.
However, as the narrative behind the
new Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool1 music
centre unfolds, this strangeness fades.
In its place, emerges a considered
composition of practical concerns
with poetic intensions.
By: Dr Edna Peres, University of Pretoria

V

arious considerations comprise this most recent
intervention, within the 96-year-old high school
campus. The purpose of this article is twofold: to
provide an overview of the resultant project, and
to explore the considerations that underpin the design
process, which were followed by the project architects
at Mathews & Associates.

project description

The new music centre emerged from a need to
build hi-tech music facilities for the school’s music
department, which is among the largest in South Africa.
The department is influential in training, on average,
240 music theory students in the art of orchestral,
choir, band and ensemble performance. In particular,
its classical music achievements include maintaining
a full symphony orchestra, and matriculating one of
the country’s most successful pianists, Ben Schoeman.
The centre is located on what was once an inaccessible
‘left over’ space, on the ‘back’ edge of the school grounds.
For many years, its odd shape was considered too ›
1

Informally known as Affies.

1 The main walkway and approach to the music centre.
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KEY ACCOMMODATION
ASPECTS INCLUDE A
160-SEAT AUDITORIUM
FOR ORCHESTRAL
AND CHOIR PRACTICE,
FOUR ACOUSTICALLY
SOUND CLASSROOMS
... AND CONNECTED
OUTDOOR SPACES
difficult to work within, and this was compounded by
the presence of the noisy Metrorail and Gautrain line on
its south-eastern edge. In fulfilment of the requirements
of a hi-tech music facility, key accommodation aspects
include a 160-seat auditorium for orchestral and choir
practice (including a recording studio), four acoustically
sound classrooms, 20 individual practice rooms and
offices, administration facilities for staff and connected
outdoor spaces.
Spatially, the project comprises three separate
buildings that each cater to a specific function; however,
these are linked together by intimate outdoor courtyards
and walkways that allow the intervention to read as an ›

2 The courtyard created between the classrooms, auditorium and practice rooms. 3 The sculpture
by Strijdom van der Merwe, titled Kwartet.
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7

harmonious whole. The aesthetic responds to the clues
set out by the existing Union-style architecture, with
its corrugated sheeting and redbrick gable façades,
framing characteristic courtyards that defined the
school typologies of the early 20th century.

design process

The design can be interpreted on two levels – the
pragmatic and the poetic. Pragmatically, it responds
to three constraints; those of budget, site and technical
specifications. A budget of R7-million for the completed
project required a certain level of design innovation.
Investing in local materials, namely brick and sheetmetal roofing, resulted in lower material costs. In turn,
this enabled a focus on the high quality of the acoustic
infrastructure and multipurpose communal space.
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A budget of R7-million for
the completed project
required a certain level of
design innovation. INVESTING
IN LOCAL MATERIALS, NAMELY
BRICK AND SHEET-METAL
ROOFING, RESULTED IN LOWER
MATERIAL COSTS
This has yielded an asset that can also be rented out
to generate an income for the school.
The challenges posed by the site were resolved by
dividing the building into three, with each of the
building masses responding to the functions of learning,
practice and performance. These buildings carefully
frame outdoor social spaces or ‘rooms’ that can be used
by students informally or as outdoor learning spaces,
and which are linked together by covered walkways that
create visual and climatic thresholds. Special care was
taken to design around existing trees, to instantly ›

4 Functional steel columns support an off-shutter concrete peristyle. 5 One of two staircases
to the practice rooms on the first floor. 6 The site in context, indicating the lack of space and the
proximity of the railway line. 7 The architects’ response to the site conditions.
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ingrain the new addition within the established feel
of the remainder of the school campus.
The need for sound isolation within the practice
rooms offered an opportunity to create a ‘buffering
wall’ alongside the railway, that blocks off a portion
of the sound from the Metrorail. The auditorium is
placed at the end of a visual axis, and completes the
edge of a new piazza and outdoor event space. The
classrooms form a node, where both programmes
of practice and performance meet under the guidance
of the teacher. The building scale and materiality relates
to the existing built-heritage fabric, but the aesthetic
resolution is not one that copies the style of the existing
buildings. Rather, theirs is an
interpretation of existing
roof heights, materials, vistas,
thresholds and edges, that
interpret the qualities of the old
into a new contemporary aesthetic.
The technical requirements for
sound isolation within the
classrooms, practice rooms and
auditorium, entail spaces that
reflect and absorb sound waves at various angles; these
angles are visible in angular walls on plan and roofs on
elevation. For example, the awkward shape of the site
provided an opportunity to inform the design of the
practice rooms as a buffering edge to the railway, at
an angle that is different to the rest of the school’s grid.
This unique design results in pockets of sheltered
outdoor courtyards, framed by the rest of the
programme and leading into gathering spaces for
the public to meet before a performance.
Poetically, the design is inspired by interpretations
of music into architecture, as well as the composition
of place. As a place, the design approach intends to
provide a spatial response that is rooted in the

It encourages the
opportunity for students
to create new positive
associations with music
and architecture

8 Ground floor illustrating the three masses. 9 First floor plan showing the strong
edge of the practice rooms.
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traditions of the school and its students, but which
also allows for students of music and art to identify
with this new intervention and to feel a sense of
belonging within the larger school campus. It encourages
the opportunity for students to create new positive
associations with music and architecture – where they
can explore and express themselves creatively, as an
extension of an holistic experience of life. An underlying
motivation of this project was also the need to nurture
perceptions among the students that music is ‘cool’
and that it is welcome on campus.
Design elements complement functional properties
but provide a creative interpretation of notions of
rhythm, repetition, pause and layering that are present
in musical notation. For example, functional steel
columns supporting an off-shutter concrete peristyle
across the front façade of the complex, are placed in
a rhythm reminiscent of notes in a tune. These
columns also form a threshold leading the user to
the entrance of the centre, while a wall of soldier-course
masonry behind it mimics a choir. A laser-cut steel
screen, placed on the landing of the main staircase to
the first floor, translates music, words and history
into a graphic pattern represented by the school’s first
anthem in Braille. A possible precedent, which the
project architect visited a good 20 years ago and so
may have subconsciously informed the design, is
the Cite de la Musique by Christian de Portzamparc.
The precedent maximises the use of an awkward
triangular site, creates a number of buildings –
which frame public walkways as supportive spaces –
and alludes to an aesthetic informed by fluid waves
of sound energy. These qualities are alluded to in
the new music centre.
The intervention creates strong physical linkages
with the visual arts department, promoting an overlap
of musical and artistic education within a space
dedicated to creative expression. The new additions,
along with the existing school hall, form a generous
piazza marked by a steel sculpture by Cape-based
Strijdom van der Merwe. His artwork forms a focal ›
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point in this gathering space, offering an interactive
opportunity to create sounds using an ensemble of four
oversized circular trumpets; these are aptly named
Kwartet (Afrikaans for quartet). From this point,
concentric circles radiate outwards like sound waves,
reaching towards the surrounding buildings. ‘Public’
spaces begin to interpret music as a playful activity,
as evidenced by a graphic screen of piano keys that
adorns the southern façade of the existing school hall,
screening unsightly ablution block drainage pipes to
create a bright and inviting feature wall.

images: pieter mathews

Reflections

To experience the intervention filled with students
chatting on their way to class, school bags littered
across the passages and the sounds of exotic music
from faraway places drifting through the courtyards,
is to experience living architecture. Spatially, it feels
comfortable and appropriate, with a few design surprises
and considered detailing that picks up on the notion
of sound waves travelling through the site. Pragmatic
concerns merge artfully with poetic interpretations,
to produce memorable spaces that hold a great deal of
meaning for both students and staff. There is a comfort
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Spatially, it feels comfortable
and appropriate, with a few design
surprises and considered detailing
that picks up on the notion of sound
waves travelling through the site
that derives from the construction of this project; i.e. that
within a fast-changing and increasingly homogenised
world, buildings can still resonate deeply with their users
in pleasurable and generous ways to become meaningful
architecture in their everyday lives. ■

PROJECT TEAM
Location: Lynnwood, Pretoria
Client: School Board of the Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool
Architect: Mathews & Associates Architects
Architectural Team: Pieter J Mathews, Anton Smit,
Liam Purnell, Philip du Toit
Civil and Structural Engineer: Ellis Engineers
Electrical Engineer: CA du Toit & Partners
Quantity Surveyor: Mathews & Associates Quantity Surveyors cc
Contractor: Tundwe Construction
Acoustic Engineer: Dr Ben van Zyl
Artist: Strijdom van der Merwe

10 South elevation facing the auditorium and classrooms through the courtyard. 11 North
elevation clearly showing the peristyle and corrugated sheet cladding. 12 East elevation revealing
the close relationship between the classrooms and practice rooms, where the angle of the site
almost merges them together.
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learning
@1:1

This paper explores the importance of 1:1 experiential
tutorials in architectural education, where the
language of instruction (English) and a Eurocentric
approach may act as barriers to inclusive learning.

By: Dr Ariane Janse van Rensburg, School of Architecture and
Planning, University of the Witwatersrand

Abstract

In South African architectural education, changed
curriculum on its own does not provide an inclusive
learning environment. In classes where English is the
medium of instruction, but increasingly not the home
language of many students, verbal explanations on
their own are not an effective first-year teaching tool.
Alternative pedagogies were explored in the existing
design curriculum to establish an integrated conceptual
understanding, as well as a remembered experience,
of scale. The addition of 1:1 experiential tutorials
established these, alongside the ability to appropriately
gauge size in design.

KEY WORDS
Key words: architectural education, first-year teaching,
scale, diversity, transformation

Architectural Education in South Africa

For the past three years, the National Research
Foundation (NRF) has supported a project to explore
curriculum practices as forms of social inclusion and
exclusion in higher education; the project has particular
reference to architecture, psychology and occupational
therapy, because of the slow rate of transformation
in these professions.1
In 1997, a study on the perceived needs for
architectural education in South Africa,2 indicated
that many respondents felt the existing approaches
to teaching architecture at South African universities
were too Eurocentric and should be adjusted. Ian
Low’s own overview of the attempts to do this at the
University of Cape Town, during the first decade of
democracy,3 concluded that these had often been shortlived. Architecture has traditionally been a hidden
profession because of the nature of its clientele, which
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has contributed to slow transformation. Prior to 2010,
the proportions of White students countrywide in
first degrees in Architectural Design (in contrast to
Architectural Technology) remained disproportionally
high, and the diversity of students’ backgrounds in
architecture classes was not great – even if classes were
racially more representative. First-year architecture
students at the School of Architecture and Planning
(SoAP) of Wits between 2007 and 2009 were generally
from urban contexts, and had the advantage of a good
secondary education in English.4
There have been attempts to address Eurocentric
architectural education in South Africa over the
past decade. Academics such as Finzi Saidi started
to propose models for curriculum reform some time
ago.5 There has been a recent increase in the number
of academics engaged in architectural educational
research in South Africa, surrounding the theme of
transformation,6 while curriculum content is increasingly
being adjusted, e.g. Wits’ explorations of African
deep history in first-year Histories and Theories of
Architecture. Various architectural learning sites have
developed a growing emphasis on community-based
projects, engaging with sectors of society that are not
traditional architectural clients, e.g. the University of
Johannesburg (UJ) project in Marlborough-South in
collaboration with the Goethe Institut, or the Wits
City Studios in Yeoville and Rosettenville, introducing
the profession to a more diverse public. This approach
is increasingly gaining international support, cf. the
statement in the UIA Charter for Architectural Education:
There is no doubt that the architect’s capacity to solve
problems can greatly contribute to tasks such as community
development, self-help programmes, educational facilities
etc., and thus make a significant contribution to the
improvement of the quality of life of those who are not
accepted as citizens in their full right and who cannot be
counted among the architect’s usual clients.7
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FOR THE FIRST TIME, THE STUDIO HAD THE POTENTIAL
TO OFFER CROSS-CULTURAL PEER LEARNING THAT
COULD PREPARE ARCHITECTS WITH A MORE RELEVANT
UNDERSTANDING OF THE SOCIETY THEY WOULD BE SERVING
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a Wits student typically described her experience
as follows: ‘Here, you are struggling to conceptualise
what is being delivered in the lecture, and [to]
catch each and every English word. That, [in] itself,
is a challenge…’11
This often reflects as much on differing interpretations
of cultural constructs, as on language skills. In a survey
reflecting how first-year students experienced the
Design course in BAS at Wits, the following response
illustrates the problem: ‘Often concepts like “spatial
quality”, “feelings of a space”, “scale” etc. [are] difficult
to understand in architectural terms, as they mean
very different things in our daily lives’.12
2

*WHITE INCLUDES CHINESE, SINCE SEPARATE FIGURES WERE NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEARS

These changes in themselves did not greatly increase
the diversity of the student body at Wits, nor facilitate
epistemological access for students from previously
excluded contexts.
Additional support for such students, which existed
under the ‘extended curriculum’ programme, was
discontinued nationally by 20079 and student ratios
remained relatively stable until 2009, when the profile
of BAS applicants changed (see Fig. 1).
Many 2009 applicants indicated in their selection
interviews that they had been motivated to study
architecture by media coverage in South Africa of
the new soccer stadia for the 2010 FIFA world cup.10
In 2010, the demographics of the Wits first-year
Architecture studio changed – not necessarily in terms
of numbers, but in terms of a much wider diversity
of geographical origins, cultures and types of schooling.
For the first time, the studio had the potential to
offer cross-cultural peer learning that could prepare
architects with a more relevant understanding of
the society they would be serving; but this also
confronted teachers with the relevance of their
teaching methods.
English is the medium of instruction at Wits.
Although all selected students have passed English
at an acceptable university-entry level, English is not
the first language for at least half the class. Most
second-language students can express themselves
with reasonable ease, but not necessarily follow
conceptual explanations couched in abstract language.
In a university-wide survey of first-year experience,
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TEACHER’S
CONTENT &
PEDAGOGICAL
KNOWLEDGE

▲
INSTRUCTIONAL
TASK

STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT

LEVEL
OF COURSE
CONTENT

The response to the NRF exploration is therefore
that although curriculum plays an important role
in exclusion or inclusion, modes of teaching are
equally important. This is clearly reflected in City
et al’s ‘instructional core’ educational model,13
(see Fig. 2), which states that learning happens and
is visible in the educational task (design assignment)
at the instructional core, and can only be effectively
improved by interactive changes in all aspects of
the supporting triad of curriculum content,
student engagement and the teacher’s knowledge
and skills, both with regard to subject matter and
teaching skills. ›

1 Racial composition of Wits BAS applicants, 2005 to 2011.8 2 The instructional core
educational model.14
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IN ORDER TO FACILITATE EFFECTIVE STUDENT ENGAGEMENT WITH PRIMARY LEARNING, IT BECOMES
ESSENTIAL FOR TEACHERS TO EXPLORE MORE DIVERSE MODALITIES OF LEARNING, SUPPORTED BY
CURRICULUM ADDITIONS SUCH AS EMBEDDED TRAINING IN DOMINANT LANGUAGE SKILLS
We are currently at a stage of transformation in
architectural education, where teaching staff at South
African architectural learning sites are generally
from less diverse backgrounds than their students.
Every teacher still represents only one personal
position, and may speak up to three or four languages,
while ten or more first languages may be
represented in the studio. In order to facilitate
effective student engagement with primary learning,
it becomes essential for teachers to explore more
diverse modalities of learning, supported by
curriculum additions such as embedded training
in dominant language skills.
The challenge of transforming architectural
education is not to enable students to conform to
a global architectural vernacular, but to empower
students to develop and express an individual
approach. Architectural cultural capital in Bourdieuan
terms15 was well defined in Simone Le Grange’s article
in this journal.16 It includes ways of speaking, specific
meanings ascribed to words, the kinds of things that
people prefer or dislike, and certain ways of doing
things. This has long been dominated
by the northern hemisphere.
In language theory, critical
discourses examine ‘power’ themes,
such as access and dominance.
Hilary Janks critically examines the
power of language in Literacy and
Power.17 Simply being literate does
not give a student access to the habitus
of academia. Dominant ways of
writing are recognised in the habitus,
as these have more power and give
greater access because they constitute
cultural capital.
Orientating a student towards
access would mean teaching her how to use dominant
forms of expression, which would be taken seriously.
On the other hand, orientating students towards
diversity would encourage their own individual ways
of expressing themselves. The ‘access paradox’ is
that teaching a student to use a dominant form of
expression empowers her, but in the process she loses
her individual voice and has lost what she had to
say. The same holds true for architectural design.
The aim of transformation is to promote both.
In literacy pedagogy, the term for this is a ‘design
orientation’, which selects ways of expression from
any available sources, creating new meanings
through innovative combinations. This is described
as ‘transformation and reconstruction’.18

My past teaching,
which was highly
visual, also did not
offer the solution, as
unclear communication
extended to divergent
understandings of
graphic communication
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Ideally, students should first learn basic spatial
and presentation skills whilst acquiring architectural
terminology in parallel to critical writing skills,
enabling them to later express personal cultural
positions in terms that will be taken seriously
by the global architectural community.
One of the first design-exploration tools that
students require is an applied understanding of scale.
In the class of 2010 (and subsequently), some students
lacked an understanding of the concept, while
others misapplied scale, denoting an incomplete
understanding. This manifested midway through
predetermined assignments, requiring immediate
additional interventions, whilst indicating that the
types of design assignments themselves should be
reconsidered in the future. In addition, most first-year
students lacked the experience that would enable them
to imagine the size of a space when seeing it drawn
to scale on paper.

The Problem of Teaching Scale

The strategy was to find a pedagogy to establish
a conceptual understanding of scale, alongside
English language-based explanations. Brent and
Felder’s19 theory on successful teaching addresses
pedagogies suited to non-verbal learners, but this
taxonomy of learning styles contrasts verbal and
visual learning. My past teaching, which was
highly visual, also did not offer the solution, as
unclear communication extended to divergent
understandings of graphic communication.
Active and social types of learning seemed to
hold more potential.
Taking learning theory back to early childhood:
when instructions and explanations are not yet
understood, the messages inherent in verbal
instructions are learnt by associating them with
their experience of many iterations, all slightly
different, which enable children to identify what
the experiences have in common and to establish an
holistic understanding. This is linked to the theories
of Gestalt psychology20 and is closely related to
Piaget’s developmental theories on learning skills.21
Experiential learning seems to offer a way of
linking conceptual and haptic understandings to
architectural terminology.
We start the first-year programme with the design
of a 9m x 9m x 9m cube, offering opposing spatial
experiences. Students use models at 1:100 for the
rough explorations, and at 1:50 for the final
version. Those struggling with scale simply
look upon the model as an 18cm x 18cm x 18cm ›
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object. It becomes more obvious that they have not
grasped the scale implications when they describe
spaces as ‘narrow’ or ‘low’, which are actually ample.
Although I had tried to facilitate their understanding
by allowing them to make 1:50 cardboard mannequins
and to test them in their cubes, this had little real
effect. I needed to establish an understanding that
scale is an abstract relationship between reality and
the representation of reality; that it increases in all
three dimensions simultaneously; and to establish
a cognitive relationship between the real sizes of
designed spaces, the haptic experience of the human
body and the sizes of lines drawn to scale on paper,
to enable students to imagine spatial experience.

The 1:1 Experience

Initially, I introduced a series of additional tutorials
to the cube project. The first was a group exercise to
measure the 9m x 9m x 9m cube in the corner of the
architecture building. Students marked the floor
area with tape and had to find a way of indicating
the height against the façade (Fig. 3). They then
observed the space and drew freehand perspectives
of the building, including correctly proportioned
people. Finally, they drew in the volume of this
imaginary cube and had to work out how many
people could stand on the floor area and how
many could fit on top of each other, describing
the volume of the space using ‘people’ as a unit
of measurement.
The next tutorial’s aim was to understand the
real sizes related to haptic experiences, such as ‘wide’
or ‘narrow’, and to recognise how these ‘read’ on paper.
It was also a light-hearted competition that engaged

4

5

3

IT WAS ALSO A LIGHT-HEARTED COMPETITION THAT ENGAGED
STUDENTS SOCIALLY ON A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD, SINCE IT
CONCENTRATED ON AN EXPERIENCE THAT WAS NEW TO ALL
students socially on a level playing field, since it
concentrated on an experience that was new to all,
rather than on prior knowledge.
During this tutorial, students used the studio
furniture to build spaces of different widths and
heights, open and closed, and walked in them
(Fig. 4-6). This was a less sophisticated but economical ›

6

3 The 9m x 9m x 9m cube in relation to the building. 4-6 Different experiences of narrowness and enclosure being tested by students during the experiential scale tutorial.
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BECAUSE THEY ENGAGED IN THIS AS A LARGE GROUP, IT ALSO OFFERED AN EXPERIENCE OF THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
WHO CAN FIT INTO A SPACE SIMULTANEOUSLY; OF WHEN THIS STARTS TO FEEL TOO CROWDED FOR COMFORT, AND
IN WHICH CIRCUMSTANCES or FOR WHICH CULTURAL NORMS CERTAIN DENSITIES OR PROXIMITIES ARE ACCEPTABLE
alternative to the interlocking blocks used at the Ecole
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne for full-scale
spatial simulation.22 Students then drew these spaces
accurately to scale, both in plan and in section, at
1:100 and 1:50, also showing themselves to scale with
notes on their experience of the spaces. The exercises
included passages, tunnels, rooms and low-walled

spaces (about 12 variations in all), to also allow
students to experience which degree of enclosure
defined a finite ‘space’. They completely documented
one space before progressing to the next and there
were enough permutations to establish cognitive
awareness. The final exercise involved building a maze
with the narrowest passages, that everyone in the
class could still negotiate: one group built it, while the
other was challenged to speed through it without
altering the structure, before swapping roles (Fig. 7-9).
The fastest team won.
Because they engaged in this as a large group, it also
offered an experience of the number of people who can
fit into a space simultaneously; of when this starts to feel
too crowded for comfort, and in which circumstances or
for which cultural norms certain densities or proximities
are acceptable. It highlighted the fact that this experience
could differ considerably from student to student and
prompted discussions.
The last scale tutorial was an adaptation of a project
typology that had not been handled with much success in
the past. Students had to take the 1:100 plan and section
drawings of a building; in this case, the building was
Mario Botta’s house at Riva San Vitale, and the drawings
had to be reinterpreted as if they were at 1:50 and 1:500,
with a view to seeing what kinds of spaces these could
become and how people would fit into them.

Outcomes of the 1:1 Experiment

7

8

9

7-9 One student group’s ‘maze’ for the experiential scale tutorial.
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When we had tried this tutorial in previous years, several
students did not grasp the fact that exactly the same lines
on paper could represent different realities at different
scales, and many had proposed functions for which the
spaces were ergonomically unsuitable.
However, after the one-on-one exercises, all the class
proposals were reasonably viable. There were no further
problems with a conceptual understanding of scale,
and the sizes of the rooms and passages that students
designed in domestic assignments were far more realistic.
At the end of the year, the external examiner’s
comment was: ‘Students are adequately skilled in
the fundamental tools of design: they have a good
understanding of scale, of proportion and of drawing
conventions. Three-dimensional thinking was good
for most of the students, and there was a high level of
competence with orthogonal drawings.’23
In the questionnaire responses, a student who
had participated in the tutorials commented: ‘[They]
improved my understanding of personal spatial
experience and scale, which was vital for forthcoming
projects. [I] regret not attending the other [tutorials].’24
After this experiment, we knew to repeat these ›
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Working with a 1:1 scale reverses roles. THE STUDENT BECOMES THE USER AND EXPERIENCER
OF THE SPACE, RATHER THAN THE DESIGNER LOOKING DOWN ON A LITTLE CARDBOARD MODEL FROM
A GOD’S EYE VIEWPOINT
tutorial typologies in the first quarter of first year, with
consistently good results over the next three years.

images: supplied

What Makes 1:1 Learning Successful?

Firstly, 1:1 learning constitutes a real, rather than a
symbolic or representational, experience. Its magnitude
is actual, and can be felt and gauged in relation to other
real experiences. It carries cognitive weight and
becomes a memorable, lived experience rather than
a fact to be memorised.
It provides a moment of integration of past
unconscious haptic experience and conscious theoretical
knowledge, linking the experience to the knowledge
and enabling the designer to imagine what a space
would feel like.
One moment of linking the knowledge that this
passage is 60cm wide, to the current haptic experience
of walking along a 60cm passage, recalls all previous
similar haptic experiences and redefines them as
experiences of 60cm spaces. The next time this person
thinks of a 60cm-wide passage, a memory bank of
these haptic experiences will be tapped into – each
under different circumstances.
This single reference point already enables a person
to classify related experiences, into categories of spaces
that are wider and narrower than 60cm. It only takes
an hour of establishing conscious benchmarks to start
to establish a universal, calibrated awareness of size
and scale. Linking this to a second conscious experience,
the distance between the lines that represent this size
on paper, establishes a direct cognitive link between
the scaled representation, the real size and the haptic
experience. Thereafter, one can look at lines 6mm apart
and imagine the experience of the 60cm passage.
This experiential awareness is the guide that will,
in future, alert the designer to inappropriate decisions
or drawing errors. The foregoing conclusions concur
with Norberg-Schulz’s theories on architectural
phenomenology.25
Working with a 1:1 scale reverses roles. The student
becomes the user and experiencer of the space, rather
than the designer looking down on a little cardboard
model from a god’s eye viewpoint. This establishes
an awareness that the user’s experience is real and that
the designer has to take responsibility for this. A student
will consider the implications of drawn lines on paper
more carefully. A conscious full-scale experience fills
the gaps and confirms the uncertainties in a student’s
incomplete understanding of the verbal explanation,
linking cognition to the words and expanding the
student’s grasp of architectural language and therefore
cultural capital within the field.
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Finally, in experiential learning, students are taken
into a levelled social interaction with peers. This allows
experiences to bypass the defences of students who
think they know, and the hesitation of students who
are reluctant to expose their ignorance by asking
questions in class.
In short, real-scale experience catalyses real learning. ■
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Evolutions

The Africa Centre, Somkhele,
KwaZulu-Natal: 2002 to 2015
East Coast Architects’ additions and alterations to their original award-winning building of
2002, 13 years after it was first constructed, presented them with a rare opportunity to explore
different methods of representation, production and assembly.
Text and compilation: Mike Louw, Photos: Jacki Bruniquel,
Architects: East Coast Architects

1 Cast foundations, lay

out two major poles and
fix cross poles and cable
bracing to form a rigid panel
for west face of tower.

1

2 Raise panel vertically and prop.

Repeat step 1 to form east face of tower.

1 Truss junction
detail.

3 Brace west

and east faces
together, with
roof member
and triple side
beams. Complete
foundations.
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4 Fix horizontal
bracing rails to
north and south
faces and fix
all vertical
sheeting rails.

5 Complete

all cladding.
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T

he joinery work that was upgraded from manually
sawn shutterply to CNC-cut plywood offers a
glimpse into the evolution of craft (i.e. putting
aside the debates as to whether modern production
techniques can be considered ‘craft’ in the traditional
sense). At the same time, the juxtapositioning of natural
hand-worked timber and high-precision steel highlights
the interesting possibilities of combining old with new,
natural with manufactured materials, and traditional

techniques with cutting-edge ones. This is especially
evident in the drawings, detailing and construction of
the Centre’s main tower and its new roof: the tower was
substantially refurbished, while the old roof was replaced
with a new one. It is in the junction of these two elements,
where the richness of the detailing truly reveals itself.
Like the internal workings of the Africa Centre, the
construction of its building is at the intersection of the
local and the global. Images on following page. ›
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sheeting
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bracket from
20diam tube
with 10diam
threaded bar

PLAN
400diam CCA
treated pole

2

DETAIL B
1:5

10diam s.s. cable

DETAIL A

125-150diam
CCA treated pole

1:5

a

3

c

bracket from half
100diam x 5mm tube
with 5x50x100 flat
bar strap 2 no 12diam
holes for 10diam
coach bolts all galv.
sheeting rail strapped
to bracket with 10
wide s.s.band.

100-125
CCA
gumpoles

b

bracket from 50x5 flat bar
bent and drilled with 12diam
holes for 10diam coach bolts
all galvanised.

DETAIL D
1:5

2 The view up
into the tower.
3 External view of
the tower and the
new roof.

d

bracket from
400x200x10mm
plate steel drilled
and bent all galv.

100diam CCA gumpole
400diam CCA gumpole

10diam galv
threaded bar

112-150diam CCA gumpole
200 surf.bed
300 concrete
300 earth
300 concrete
50mm blinding
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4

detail
4 View of the intersection
between new and old.

corrugated polycarbonate translucent roof sheeting 1,2mm fixed
with roofing screws every four ridges.
sap structural purlin 76x50
gumpole 125 diam rafter
new hdg steel bracket to be welded onto existing gms girder truss
to engineers detail, positioned to existing gumpole rafter centres.

global roofing solutions concealed fix klip-lok 700 roof sheeting 0,55mm fixed or
modek klip-lok 700 profile roofsheets, clear polycarbonate roof sheeting 1,25mm
thick to gms purlins with fixed clips (allow for fixing through over purlin insulations).
new 0,55 zincal valley flashing min. girth 380mm bent as indicated, epoxy & bolt
fixed (with suitable gutterbolts & low carbon epdm roof washers every 4th crown)
to u/s exist. skirt roof after trimming back to req. size. epoxy fixed to top of new
roof sheet as indicated.
proprietary poly cell closer fixed to roof sheets with contact adhesive.
50mm thick lamdaboard laminated polyisocyanurate core board, faced with
matt mineral coated fibreglass tissue, in continuous lengths butt jointed
and fixed over purlins below roof sheeting with two coats white acrylic paint
to arch. & manuf. spec.
ipe 12diam gms rafters fixed over gms girder
beams at max 1400 centres (700 centres where
indicated at rooflight panels) with suitable gms.
move existing gms girder/catenary truss to
position indicated (to be confirmed on site).
eng. to provide fixing details.
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END NOTE

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

LESSONS FROM AN URBAN link
The constraints of practicality, the need for profit, and the limits of creative vision often restrict what
is possible at an urban siting. However, a building that came close to reaching its full potential was
that of the Mutual Arcade in Main Street, Port Elizabeth.

1

2

T

he city of Port Elizabeth owes its origins to
a decision by the British to establish a military
garrison at the mouth of the Baakens River, on
the southern shores of Algoa Bay. This was done
to prevent the French from gaining a strategic location
in southern Africa. The British constructed Fort Frederick
in 1798, on a site overlooking the mouth of the river.
The southern shores of Algoa Bay offered the only
safe anchorage for ships that required shelter from
the gales and storms that came from the west. As the
settlement developed, it grew in a linear form along the
shoreline, limited by a steep escarpment that ran parallel
to the shore and compacted development into a narrow,
elongated land form.
Over time this linear strip, which was best connected
to the anchorage, became the focus of trade and
commerce with the Market Square and Main Street (now
Govan Mbeki Avenue) – becoming the prime civic and
commercial space. Buildings on the south of Main Street
always had to deal with the difficulty of abutting the

1 Copy of plans and sketch through the Mutual Arcade, as drawn by Stucke. 2 View from Main
Street, up the central stairway.
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escarpment, along which Chapel Street ran. How to link
Chapel Street with the activity of Main Street became a
crucial issue for the buildings that came to occupy these
sites. Of all of them, the Mutual Arcade was the most
generous and successful in the solution that it offered.
In the 1890s, the South African Mutual Life Assurance
Company bought a prime property, from a deceased
estate, on the south side of Main Street.
They commissioned WH Stucke of Johannesburg to
design the building, which was officially opened on 24
December 1900. Central to the neoclassical design was
a grand stairway linking Chapel Street to Main Street;
this provided direct access from the ‘Hill’ above and the
Donkin Reserve to Main Street below. The stairway gave
access to offices and shops via a series of landings, while
shops could also be reached along the pavement edge
in Main Street. A timber deck on the roof fulfilled
a variety of functions, including providing splendid
views back into the growing city and northwards into
the Bay. Stucke’s Mutual Arcade was unfortunately
demolished in 1958, and replaced with a more profitable
but much less engaging structure.
Fortunately, the late Professor Barrie Bierman
from Natal University (as it was then called) took the
opportunity, on one of his many trips between Durban
and the Cape, to document this remarkable building.
He somehow located Stucke’s drawings and generously
presented a portfolio of his photographs and these
drawings to the Port Elizabeth School of Architecture
when his colleague, the late Professor Danie Theron,
took over the headship in 1982. A building plan and a
photograph are reproduced here; one can clearly see
what an exceptional piece of urban architecture Stucke
had crafted. In perusing these photographs, one is
overcome with a sense of nostalgia and sadness for all
that has been lost. But, although the building is gone, its
lessons are as relevant today as they were in the distant
past; i.e. a difficult site, if understood, can provide the
richest solutions.
There is a clarity evident in the realisation of the
Mutual Arcade; it illustrates the timeless value of elegant
and refined proportions and details. ■

imageS: professor barrie bierman, from the School of architecture, UKZN, in the possession of the school of architecture, NMMU

By: Professor Gavin McLachlan, School of Architecture, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, Port Elizabeth
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